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Save up to 60% of your postal costs

Post composition solution for 
optimized delivery
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Market place

Improving the relevancy of customer communications and con-
trolling the ever increasing postal costs are major concerns for 
today‘s enterprises and print service providers that support 
them. Many companies are struggling to provide customized 
documents created in legacy systems that are too expensive to 
change. GMC Software Technology is helping companies quickly 
repurpose legacy applications, maximize postal discounts, and 
provide a reliable conservative migration path. 

Post composition application
Regulatory compliance requirements, annual postage increases 
and the need for more personalized customer documents are 
driving business owners to look for new solutions. The key is 
to digitally co-mingle business communications from multiple 
customers prior to the print process, sort them in postal pre-sort 
order and then split them into operationally efficient output. 
The GMC solution will reduce the amount of manual labor re-
quired to process and track smaller jobs and will provide the 
necessary volume to reach levels that will qualify for greater 
postal discounts. 

Business issue

Postage waste
•	 Documents from various sources, in different formats, produced 

at different times for same recipient.
•	 Companies are not taking advantage of all the potential post-

age discounts. Poor addressing information is a key cause of 
items failing to qualifying for optimal postage discount.

•	 Companies are mailing more small jobs, and not qualifying for 
optimal postage discounts.

•	 USPS IMB-Intelligent Mail Barcodes. Implementing the IMB 
with legacy documents.

Operational expense
•	 Twenty percent of most companies‘ print and mail jobs are 

large, eighty percent are small to midsize. Companies could 
achieve higher operational efficiency if the output would be 
right sized. This includes concatenating small jobs and split-
ting large ones.

•	 Today, many companies use physical inserts for most of their 
applications. Being able to replace the physical insert with an 
electronic image inserted at the end of the statement opens a 
new opportunity for marketing and cost savings.

•	 Documents or piece level integrity; many companies have 
document integrity issues with double pack in legacy applica-
tions (two documents in one envelope). Current OMR marks 
on their documents do not offer a high level of integrity.

Solution key features

Group small jobs
Open Document Publisher (ODP) allows you to 
group multiple jobs into a single stream for greater 
processing efficiency. Banner pages of existing jobs 
can be kept or eliminated and a new banner page 
for the entire set can be created. Integrity marks 
and intelligent insertion files can be generated and 
added to the entire set.

Interface with all postal software
ODP fully integrates with all major postal prepara-
tion packages; Address validation and certification 
(CASS). Postal Pre-sort (PAVE) or Move Updates 
(NCOA). ODP extracts the addresses from all the 
documents, submits them to the postal preparation 
package, and inserts the corrected address back into 
original document.

Merge smaller jobs
ODP is used in combination with a postal presort 
package (PAVE) to digitally co-mingle jobs. The re-
sults can be greatly enhanced processing efficiency  
as ODP merges jobs together according to the  
sequences and batches defined by your postal pre-
sort package.

Householding
ODP takes documents from multiple sources, in mul-
tiple formats, at different times and combines them 
into the same envelope. You can easily control the 
maximum number of pages per envelope and prop-
er inserter control marks are added automatically.

Split jobs
ODP can split jobs using a variety of criteria. You 
can segment print jobs by the number of pages, the 
number of documents, or any combination of pa-
rameters with confidence and flexibility. ODP will 
make sure that the inserter marks and integrity bar-
codes are properly generated for each output run 
regardless of the sort scheme. 

Multichannel enabling platform
ODP is platform independent and enables full inte-
gration for your multichannel delivery such as tradi-
tional print & mail, email or dynamic output to PDA 
or other mobile devices.
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Operational benefits

Improves productivity
Small jobs can cause production printers to start and stop fre-
quently, making them run inefficiently, as well as complicating 
the insertion and piece tracking processes.

Improve data quality and returned mail
Returned mail represents a tremendous cost for companies. Not 
only do you have to pay for the initial mailing, but also the 
additional cost to process the returned pieces and mail again. 
ODP works with your postal software to validate, correct, and 
update your addresses and reduce your mailing costs.

Reduce postage
Significant postage savings are achieved by sorting the mail in a 
way that maximizes postal documents. Using ODP to merge jobs 
enables you to reach higher concentrations by postal code and 
reduce mailing costs as a result.

Reduce cost
Householding and co-mingling of jobs allows you to dramati-
cally reduce mailing costs because you are mailing a fewer num-
ber of mail pieces to the same address.

Delivery optimization with GMC Inspire
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Right size output
Splitting large jobs allows operations to better bal-
ance the workload between printers and inserters and 
maximize their overall production throughput. These 
become easier to manage for internal production or ex-
ternal for print service providers.
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Value propositions for business

Director-output services
•	 Time to market-Operations is continually dealing with shorter turn around re-

quirements, documents composed in multiple legacy systems, short print runs, and 
the need to add personalized information. 

•	 Many companies are using post composition to merge print streams, and dynami-
cally effect document content or design as a utility. 

•	 Programmers can be reassigned to more important jobs. Optimized print jobs  
enable greater printer efficiency along with faster presort and mailing times.

Compliance officer
•	 Document integrity and piece level tracking are critical for meeting SAS70 and 

HIPAA regulations. 
•	 Dynamic post-composition and inserting of 2D barcodes have enabled companies 

to meet regulations without having to rewrite legacy applications.

CMO/Marketing
•	 Repurposing legacy applications enables Marketing Directors to effectively com-

municate with customers with new programs, educate or cross sell without having 
to wait for old applications to be upgraded.

•	 Marketing Directors can invest their shrinking marketing budgets on multi- 
channel programs that bring results and dramatically reduce postal expenses.

   
CFO/Finance
•	 Companies can save millions of dollars and increase customer retention by repur-

posing legacy applications.
•	 Digital comingling is helping companies dramatically reduce their current post 

expenses and set themselves up to be compliance with the new IMB and reap the 
maximum amount of postal savings.

•	 Costly postal presort equipment and expensive factilities can be greatly reduced 
with use of digital co-mingling.


